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ARTEE/P/226t05t2014
Date

The Chief Executive Officer,
[Kind Attention : Sh. Arvind Kumar, Dir (A),]
Prasar Bharati , P'l'l Building,
New Delhi 110001

Subject : Non clearance of Retirement benefits by PAOs on the want of clarification for granting
MACP ignoring llA to SEA promotions.

Respected Sir,
With warm regards, this is in continuation of our previous letter ARTLIE/P/22610512014

Dd dated 0110512014 about Non Clearance of Retirement benefits by PAO Mumbai about claricafication
for MACP.

Undersigned has received an objection letter given to Sh.U.W.Patil, AE by PAO Mumbai (copy
enclosed as Annxure I). Through this letter the PAO Mumbai is under confusion about grant of MACI,
after ignoring promotions to the post of SEA from EA. In this regards we want to convey the following :

(a) As per Deptt. of Expenditure OA F.No. l/l/2008-lC dated 13.11.2009 which clearly says thar:

F-urther, the commission recommended that in case it is not feasible to merge the posts in thcsc thc
posts in these pay scales on functional consideration, the posts in the scale of Rs. 5000-tt000 and
Rs.5500-9000 should be merged with the posts in the scale of Rs.6500-10500 being upgradcd to
the ncxt higher scale in the pay band PB-2 with grade pay of Rs. 4600 corresponding to the prc
revised scale of Rs. 7450-11500. In case a post already exists in the scale of Rs. 7450-11500, thc
post being upgraded from the scale of Rs.6500-10500 should be merged with the post in the scale
of Rs. 7450-11500. Enclosed as Annexure ll.

(b) DG (AIR) and DG (DD) both have issued orders on the subject. Enclosed as Ancxurc III ancl
Anexure IV.

In our deptt. MACP is granted ignoring EA and SEA promotions as per above mentioned orders. It is also
pertinent to mention that as per 6"'CPC all the cases related to fixation etc before 0110112006 will not
reopened:

So grant of MACP after ignoring EA to SEA promotion is justified and henceforth Retirernent benefits
should be settled accordingly. We request your high office to issue a clearfication with reasoning to l,AO
so that Employeel facing the hardship may get justice.
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ing You,
faithful

Umesh Cha
President, AI{'l'il
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